Measuring Response of Extruded Scintillator to UV LED in Magnetic Field
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Abstract—The experimental results on the performance of the extruded scintillator and WLS fiber, and various LEDs in the magnetic fields of 1.8T and 2.3T respectively, are reported. The method used is being described.

I. INTRODUCTION

Future detectors (like Digital Hadron Calorimeter [1] [2] for a future e+e− linear collider) may require the use of scintillating cells with embedded photodetectors, immersed in a strong magnetic field, and the LEDs for the calibration purposes. This imposes constraints on the performance of the scintillator, fibers, LEDs and photodetectors in the magnetic field.

However, it is not always obvious how to measure various properties of these elements in the strong field’s presence. In this paper we have concentrated on the method of measuring the scintillator response to UV LED light in the presence of magnetic field, i.e., the dependence of output’s amplitude and area on the field was studied. In addition, the performance of various LEDs in the magnetic field was measured as well.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION - LEDs

A. Photodetector Description

To measure the LED response dependence on field strength, the MRS [3] photosensor was used. The MRS photodiode is a multi-pixel solid-state device with every pixel operating in the limited Geiger multiplication mode. A resistive layer on the sensor surface achieves avalanche quenching. Due to the fact that the thickness of the active layer of this sensor is about 7 microns, MRS is shown to be non-sensitive to the magnetic field [4].

B. Magnet Description

A GMW Helmholtz Dipole Magnet, model 3474, by GMW Associates [5], was used. The diameter of the poles is 250mm, with maximum current of 140 Amps at 76 Volts (10.6kW) while water-cooled. The field strength is dependent on the distance between the poles. Due to this limitation, the highest field achieved was 2.3T.

C. LED List

The following LEDs were measured:
1. Bivar [6] LED5-UV-400-30 T1 3/4 5mm UV LED with peak emission at 400nm;
2. Lumex [7] SSL-DSP5093USBC Ultra Blue with peak emission at 475nm, and SSL-LX5093UPGC/C Ultra Pure Green with peak emission at 525 nm;
3. Radioshack [8] 276-351 T-1-3/4 (5mm) Yellow LED with peak emission at 587nm, 276-320 5mm White LED with peak emission not listed, and 276-041 5mm Red LED with peak emission at 700nm.

D. LED Assembly Description

For this test, MRS sensor was used, arranged such that the light from the LED was incident directly onto the photosensitive area via small aperture. The sensor was biased at 30.0V that is well within its operating range.

Fig. 1a shows the photograph of the assembly, Fig. 1b shows its schematic and Fig. 1c is the detailed assembly photograph.

Fig. 1a. LED assembly.
The light pulse was produced by the easily changeable LED. The pulse from the pulse generator was ~30ns wide. Different amplitudes for various LEDs were needed. The output of the MRS sensors was measured and recorded by Agilent [9] Infiniium54832D MSO oscilloscope without additional preamplifier.

**E. LED Experimental Results**

The data for all LEDs listed in section C were obtained. Because of the similarity of the results, data only for Bivar UV LED will be presented for illustrative purposes. Bivar LED is of special interest since it doesn’t change the spectral characteristics of its light output with change in current [10].

Here, the field is perpendicular to the LED. The amplitude and the area of the output were measured. Measurements were carried out at 0T, maximum field, 0T, maximum field again, 0T, etc. The repeated measurements at 0T are conducted in order to eliminate unknown factors like the possible temperature or time changes during the experiment. In addition, the field was increased and decreased as fast as possible. Fig. 2 is the superposition of the MRS output for Bivar UV LED at 0T and successive measurement at 2.3T. The full output amplitude is ~124mV in both measurements, with area ~ 4.7nVs.

![Fig. 2. Superposition of the outputs at the field strengths of 0T (white) and 2.3T (yellow). The scale is 50mV per cell on vertical axis and 50ns per cell on horizontal](image)

From Fig. 2 there are no immediate indications of differences in the output that could be easily seen by the eye. Fig. 3 shows the values of the area of MRS output for Bivar UV LED different magnetic field strengths.

![Fig. 3. Area of the MRS output for Bivar UV LED.](image)
The area is a measure of total charge of the output with a 50Ω load that is dependent on the total amount of incident light. Each point is an average of at least few hundred measurements. The errors are given directly by the oscilloscope. The biggest difference between points at 0T and 2.3T is ~1% that is within the measurement error.

Fig. 4 shows the values of the amplitude of MRS output for Bivar UV LED different magnetic field strengths. The amplitude is a measure of the peak current of the output with a 50Ω load that is dependent on the peak light output from the LED. The maximum of ~1% change in output amplitude between field strength values 0T and 2.3T is observed.

Similar results are observed for the field being parallel to the UV LED (here, due to assembly dimensions (Fig. 1a), the maximum achievable field was 1.8T). Analogous results (Table 1) are observed for Lumex and Radioshack LEDs in the perpendicular field (2.3T) as well. Note that sometimes the maximum value of output will be at 0T and sometimes at 2.3T.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION - SCINTILLATOR

With UV LED and the MRS photosensor both being insensitive of the B field presence, one can carry out the measurements for the scintillator in the magnetic field. Even though the thorough measurements of various scintillators was done earlier [11], we have carried out the measurements for the newly available and not yet tested in the B field extruded scintillator [12] with the Kuraray [13] Y11 1mm diameter WLS fiber embedded in the co-extruded hole.

#### A. Scintillator Assembly Description

For this test, 10cm x 2cm x 1cm scintillator bar covered by reflective material and with WLS fiber inserted into the co-extruded hole, Bivar [6] UV LED and the MRS sensor were used, arranged such that the light from the LED was incident directly onto the scintillator only. This way the WLS fiber would pick up the light only from the scintillator itself and not from the UV LED. The MRS sensor was placed in contact with the free end of the fiber, and was biased at 30.0V that is well within its operating range.

Fig. 5a shows the photograph of the assembly with WLS fiber not inserted. Note that the fiber terminal position was above the LED and is indicated by the red line on the figure. Fig. 5b shows its schematic of the assembly. Fig. 5c shows the assembly between the magnet poles.

#### LED RESPONSE CHANGE IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED TESTED</th>
<th>CHANGE IN OUTPUT (%)</th>
<th>COLOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSL-DSP5093USBC</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>Blue Superbright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL-LX5093UPGC/C</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>Green Superbright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276-351 T-1-3/4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Yellow Bright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276-320 T-1-3/4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>White Bright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276-041 T-1-3/4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Red Regular</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5a. Scintillator assembly. Red line indicates the terminal position of the WLS fiber when inserted, so that it doesn’t pick up light directly from the UV LED.
The pulse to the LED from the pulse generator was ~30ns wide. The output of the MRS sensors was measured and recorded by Agilent [9] Infinium 54832D MSO oscilloscope without additional preamplifier.

B. Experimental Results

Here, the field is parallel to the LED (i.e. perpendicular to the fiber). The amplitude and the area of the output were measured. Measurements again were carried out at 0T, maximum field, 0T, maximum field again, 0T, etc. The repeated measurements at 0T are conducted in order to eliminate unknown factors like the possible temperature changes during the experiment, since no thermometer was used to check the temperature. Time was given for temperature to stabilize inside the assembly (~20 minutes), but some temperature shift is still observed, probably due to the fact that the temperature of magnet is not constant while working. Fig. 6 is the superposition of the MRS output for extruded scintillator at 0T and successive measurement at 1.8T. The full output amplitude here is ~129mV in both measurements, with area ~ 8.4nVs.

From Fig. 6 there are no immediate indications of differences in the output that could be easily seen by the eye. Fig. 7 shows the values of the area of MRS output for extruded scintillator at different magnetic field strengths.

The area is a measure of total charge of the output with a 50Ω load that is dependent on the total amount of incident light that depends on any changes in scintillator properties. Each point in every figure is an average of at least few hundred measurements at each field strength value. The errors are given directly by the oscilloscope. The biggest difference between points at 0T and 1.8T is <1% counting in the fact that between first two point and the remaining three the temperature of the assembly was changed as indicated by the measurements taken.
at 0T, and the difference should be calculated using points from each group only.

Fig. 8 shows the values of the amplitude of MRS output for extruded scintillator at different magnetic field strengths. The amplitude is a measure of the peak current of the output with a 50Ω load that is dependent on the peak light output from the scintillator. The maximum of <1% change in output amplitude between field strength values 0T and 1.8T is observed. Once again, the temperature of the assembly was changed between first two point and the remaining three measurements and difference should be calculated using points from each group.

![Amplitude of the MRS output for extruded scintillator.](image)

Fig. 8. Amplitude of the MRS output for extruded scintillator.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Measurements performed using various LEDs in the magnetic field point to the insensitivity of the LED’s light output on the field strength of up to 2.3T within 1%. This result allows using UV LED in conjunction with MRS sensors to measure the properties of the extruded scintillator in the magnetic field. The results of this measurement indicate the insensitivity of the light output levels of extruded scintillator to the magnetic fields up to 1.8T within 1% when excited by the UV LED.
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